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Female half orc wizard
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mean that the fact that it is not allowed in the rules of the game is mainly a taste aspect of it (because they should be tribal, not very smart and whatnot). If that's possible, I've considered making him spells. Blaster mage, who also has the potential to deal with some serious losses in the close quarter to fight the sword. My main concern is if I should multiclass him or just go straight
up to the mage? This campaign will go to the 1st Century B&amp;B. I have a character ready, but according to DM the likelihood of dying is pretty high, so I want to be backup ready. Thoughts, advice? 2016-07-02, 11:04 AM (ISO 8601) D&amp;amp;D is an important fact that was universal and accepted in all versions up to and including 2e. You can do anything dm allows. So the
only person you need to ask is DM. [It's still true, but starting with 3e, the books have assumed that the final authority has rules.] If I was a DM, I'd allow it, but it would have some social consequences. He wouldn't be popular with other half-orchestras. In fact, he would not be suitable for any society, and would probably have to become an adventurer because there is no other
place in the world for him. If you want him to use a sword, you have to be multiclass. Also get rid of 3e words like spellsword. You can be a wizard. Or if dm allows it to party orc, you can be a fighter /wizard. This combination works much better than in later versions because of the first 8-10 levels, xp progression is exponential. So the 40,000 xp sign could be: 1. 6th level wizard,
2nd 6th level Fighter (with an additional 8000 XPS towards 7th level) or 3. Level 5 wizard / 5th level wizard (with an additional 4000 XPS towards 6th level. But if you're casting spells, you don't wear armor. My advice as a player is this. The party needs a straight wizard, a straight fighter (including a paladin or ranger), a Thief and a cleric (including Druid) a multi-class character
makes a great addition, but if the only wizard side is multiclass, you're always one level below where you should be. (An exception is a two-person or three-person party that almost requires a multiclass character.) 2016-07-02, 11:10 AM (ISO 8601) Ask your DM. Raw, it doesn't work because half-orcs can't be wizards, but racial level boundaries or even class boundaries are one of
those things that is often and easily overlooked when one wishes. Multiclass is always a compromise. It's really powerful at low level, but the cone's off higher. Do you want to be more flexible in some respects, but weaker than your single-class friends at a higher level or assume that you are powerful but die early? 2016-07-02, 01:28 PM (ISO 8601) The social consequences would
be obvious. Other ords/half-ords don't want anything to do with him (either because of shame or fear) and regular wizards would likely laugh at him, if not for the damage of his attempt to become a renowned scholar. Life of a semi-wizard would not be easy. My initial idea was that he would be focused on the magic side of things, but given his orcish nature, he could still
take/deliver a beating physical fight (now that I mean it, it would require pretty clean rolls during character creation) if the situation ever needed it. Another alternative to Multiclassing is to use Character Points, I believe. Specializing in a weapon would allow him to specialise in swords. I would need to talk about my DM though, because he has a customized way to buy things from
CPs. Do you have any thoughts about that? The campaign consists of 4 people. 1 is Druid, 1 is Fighter / Thief (my current character), the other 2 are still creating characters. I think generals would fit the team perfectly if my character dies and no other Wizards are present. If not, I might consider going to F/M/T, but it would have serious consequences later in the game. Maybe F/T
is better... 2016-07-03, 2:10 PM (ISO 8601) I do not own the 2e Complete Humanoids Handbook, but there are undoubtedly a few suggestions out there. There is also a handbook of complete wizards. My suggestions that one is an academic (for a break-the-mold intellectual,) Militant Wizard (militant mage focus,) peasant wizard (humble beginnings,) and Savage Wizard (culturally
barbaric roots.) 2016-07-04, 3:12 AM (ISO 8601) Originally posted by Re4XN the social consequences would be obvious. Other ords/half-ords don't want anything to do with him (either because of shame or fear) and regular wizards would likely laugh at him, if not for the damage of his attempt to become a renowned scholar. Life of a semi-wizard would not be easy. Have you ever
heard of shamans? And no, they don't always have divine spells. And shamans are among the most feared and revered people of the tribe. Last edited by Spore; 2016-07-04 at 3:12 pm. Until further notice on 21 October, please DM me important stuff, and let the game master control my characters 2016-07-04, 7:15 AM (ISO 8601) Originally Posted by Sporeegg Uhm, have you
ever heard of Shamans? And no, they don't always have divine spells. And shamans are among the most feared and revered people of the tribe. The point of this computer is not a shaman. What's more, Shaman power is extracted from divine sources (how would they not?), making them a cleric for what it's worth. No, this man is a wizard. The real wizard, wearing a robe, has a
white beard and a proud staff. Last edited by Re4XN; 2016-07-04 at 07:15. 2016-07-04, 12:09 PM (ISO 8601) asks your DM nothing is not allowed in the book. If the book is refuted by DM, anything is possible. How a half-orc wizard would fit into society is entirely up to dm and device. Maybe nobody in the world cares about what race you are. Maybe there's half-ords everywhere.
If you want to be a decent fighting addition to magic use, you should be asked to be a multiclass fighter/magic user. If half-orc is allowed by a magic user, I see no reason they won't let you multiclass with the fighter. Also see if DM allows kits of any class of splat books, one of them could match what you want. 2016-07-04, 1:00 PM (ISO 8601) Yes, Sets are enabled and actually
encouraged because it's a bit of a hardcore device :P the militant Wizard seems to fit what I was looking for, although there are some victims that may be a little too much (namely, limit the weather below 8th level), depending on the choices of DM. I need to talk to him. If you want to ready-to-play the first level sign of the fifth edition of Dungeons and Dragons, just select your
character page below. Choose the race and class you want, download the completed character page, give him a name and he is ready to play. There is a newer version of these pages HERE. I used the Autofill Character Sheet that I put [here] and used the recommended fast build from the Player's Handbook as a guide to enter the information. You can change any information
you want. Changing the level will only update the next level of XP target, level bonus and all the fields that are made to the changed level bonus. You need to make all other adjustments that may be necessary for a new, higher level character. I used standard array [15, 14, 13, 12, 10 and 8] ability scores. I put the first two scoring abilities, as recommended in the Player Handbook
for a quick build class, and I put others where I thought the best in class. Then I customize them based on the nature of race. For all the other information I used in my best decision to create what I thought would be a typical build for each race and class. I only have a human and a midget right now. I'll add to the other races if I get time to work on them. Finished human
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